COMPANIES PARTNERING W/ BUSINESSES FOR COVID TESTING

Providence
- **Type of Test:** PCR Diagnostic Test
- **Administering Tests:** Send licensed professionals to administer the tests. Tests then go to a lab for processing.
- **Turnaround Time:** 24 hours but changes depending on demand.
- **Price:** On site testing, $110/hour for testing personnel + $125/test
- **Contact:** Rosemary Hamilton, rosemary.hamilton@providence.org

Zoom Care
- **Type of Test:** PCR Diagnostic Test
- **Administering Tests:** Send licensed professionals to administer the tests. Tests then go to a lab for processing.
- **Turnaround Time:** 1-2 days but can change depending on demand.
- **Price:** $200/test (May drop depending on quantity)
- **Contact:** Mike Payne, mpayne@zoomcare.com

Walgreens
- **Type of Test:** Abbott Point of Care ID NOW
- **Administering Tests:** Suggest coming 2-3 times per week for 4-hour blocks of time.
- **Turnaround Time:** 24-hours
- **Price:** $80/test assuming a minimum of 100 tests/week
- **Contact:** Jane Lyons, jane.lyons@walgreens.com

Legacy Go Health
They are affiliated with Legacy but have more flexibility when it comes to providing asymptomatic testing.
- **Type of Test:** Abbott Point of Care ID NOW, PCR Diagnostic Test
- **Administering Tests:** Each crew member would need to do an initial 5-minute assessment (once a month) before receiving their first test. They would send the required personnel to our set to administer the tests.
- **Turnaround time:** Depends on demand.
- **Price:** $300/test for the initial assessment (this would happen at the beginning of every month. $150 for the subsequent tests. They also charge a $500/day admin fee every time they send somebody to our site to run testing.
- **Contact:**
  David Tep: David.tep@gohealth.com
  Sandra (works more directly with employers): sandra.olwell@gohealthuc.com
MyLabs
Utah based, officially registered to do business in Oregon. Ensure you inform MyLabs to use “Predictive” as the associated lab used for processing the tests.
• PCR molecular tests approved by SAG, and are saliva tests which are way more convenient & don’t require a tech (and better than getting a stick up the nose). Ensure you inform MyLabs to use “Predictive” as the associated lab used for processing the tests.
• Usually test, fedex and then the results are in by 5pm the following day. The tests have been costing $110.
• The expense is having to priority overnight them to the actual lab in Utah. Steve Shreeve (steve.shreeve@mylabs.com) is the main POC for MyLabs. His number is 502.758.8802.

CherCare LLC
COVID Testing and Onsite Nursing

Contact info:
CHERCARELLC@gmail.com
(971) 322 9779
Cherri Furness, RN
Owner / Founder

Mobile/Onsite COVID 19 PCR Testing
Keeping Compliant with Employment Standards
Quality COVID testing services by leading global life sciences company.

Kameo
https://kameo.co/
Kameo Health offers flexible, reliable COVID-19 testing solutions for the entertainment and production industry.

hello@kameo.co
(310) 499-4946

PROCESSING LABS

Willamette Valley Toxicology
• Type of Test: PCR Diagnostic Test
• Administering Tests: They are not currently set up to administer the tests but can provide processing.
• Turnaround Time: 24 hours but may change depending on demand.
• Price: $100/test
• Contact: Lacy, (541) 368-3050

Molecular Testing Labs
• **Type of Test:** PCR Diagnostic Test
• **Administering Tests:** They are not currently set up to administer the tests but can provide processing.
• **Turnaround Time:** 1-2 days but can change depending on demand.
• **Price:** $125/test
• **Contact:** Hillary Hall, hhall@moleculartestinglabs.com

**RAPID ANTIGEN TESTING**
Quidel Rapid Antigen Test
• 93% accuracy.
• 30 minute turnaround.
• Production company would need to partner with an urgent care facility to set up a record keeping system and provide licensed professionals to administer the tests.
• **Contact:** Allison Leone Contact, allison.leone@quidel.com, (512) 659-1799

**ANTIBODY TESTING**
The CDC and OR Health Departments say that antibody testing should not be used for hiring purposes. Antibodies can show up as late as seven days after having the virus and being contagious. That being said, Nurnberg Scientific in Oregon provides antibody testing kits.
**Contact:** dterry@nurnberg.com

**CLEANING SERVICES**
PROTOCALL was created due to the need for clean, safe, healthy interior environments. Our team is dedicated to provide exactly that. This collection of distinguished business professionals each bring unique, complimentary skills and experience to PROTOCALL and are very excited to offer the solutions every business, organization and home needs.

https://protocallco.com/

**MEDICAL SUPPORT**
Baskin Clinic
Direct primary care (DPC) medical practice for individuals and corporations. For less than 35 cents/hour per FTE ($59/mo) individuals receive 24/7 access to their personal physician and employers save money on avoiding ER, urgent care, and specialist visits.
Dr. Lester Baskin
Baskin Clinic
lester@baskinclinic.com
503 808-9211 office
503 808-9214 fax
baskinclinic.com
OTHER SUPPORT
REEL SAFE
SAFE & COMPLIANT PRODUCTION TRACKING, PLANNING, AND EXECUTION
REEL SAFE, LLC is comprised of experienced Line-Producers, Production Managers, and Assistant Directors who ensure that production companies, locations, and crew are equipped to comply with COVID-19 health & safety on set.

www.reel-safe.com
hello@reel-safe.com
503.395.7020